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  . . the people who migrated won't be able to. . . . I just wanna know how to update my game!\r\rI don't see why you'd want to update an old install to a new one. Might as well just install the latest one.\r\rAnyways, I'm assuming you have 1.02 RC installed right? Just add the addon GTA_Launcher.exe and it'll work just fine. The launcher will look for a GTA_Launcher folder in your install root, and
when you click it, it'll install the latest update. Then you just have to activate it using the ADD-ON menu in the Options.\r\r\rBest regards,\r\rBabesmodder. \r\r Suggestions: Answer this Question Ask Your Own Question There is currently a issue with editing the answer due to invalid HTML. If you'd like to edit the answer, please do so before submitting.(1) Field of the Invention The present

invention relates to a method of performing transverse edge separation of a rolled sheet of metal. More particularly, the invention relates to a method of performing transverse edge separation of a rolled sheet of metal and an apparatus for performing the method. (2) Description of the Prior Art Transverse edge separation of a rolled sheet of metal is generally performed in a rolling mill having a pair
of counter-rotating rolls. A rolled sheet of metal having a width substantially equal to the width of a peripheral surface of the rolls is fed along the peripheral surface of the rolls and undergoes a rolling process, whereby transverse edge separation of the rolled sheet of metal is performed. In one method of transverse edge separation of a rolled sheet of metal, a lateral end portion of the rolled sheet of
metal is brought into contact with the peripheral surface of the rolls and the rolled sheet of metal is rolled. However, a rolling force sufficient for transverse edge separation cannot be applied to the lateral end portion of the rolled sheet of metal so as to be brought into contact with the peripheral surface of the rolls. Therefore, when the lateral end portion of the rolled sheet of metal is brought into

contact with the peripheral surface of the rolls, the lateral end portion of the rolled sheet of metal is apt to come out from the peripheral surface of the rolls. As a result, transverse edge separation cannot be performed effectively. It has been proposed to 82157476af
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